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Spring 2018

Summa cum laude designates approximately the top one percent of graduates in each college. 
Magna cum laude designates approximately the next three percent of graduates in each college. 
Cum laude designates approximately the next six percent of graduates in each college. 
The actual number of students is dependent on the number who meet the published minimum grade-point average by college.

Summa Cum Laude
Allington, Clifford John – Chemistry
Anderson, Ashton Taylor – Business Administration
Arm nano, Kody Mark – Biomedical Sciences
Bi, Yangzhiwei – Economics
Bocher, Kara Shay – Sociology
Commerçon, Francis Alexander – Biological Science
Couch, Kacie Lee – Sociology
Dilley, Shakota Dawn – Microbiology
Din, Taylor Michelle – Business Administration
Duey, Sabrina Kay – Human Development and Family Studies
Gellar, Wiley Robert – Biological Science
Giles, Courtney Ann – Psychology
Handler, Sarah Nicole – Zoology
Healey, Nolan Christopher – Business Administration
Helseth, Chase Henry – Business Administration
Henshaw, William Mitchell – Business Administration
Holcomb, Amy Elizabeth – Biomedical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering
Hritz, Rachel Laubach – Biochemistry
Huick, Addison Grae – Health and Exercise Science
Johns, Sarah Michelle – Biological Science
Kafesjian, Kelsey Angela – Equine Science
Keating, Carolyn Emily – Biomedical Engineering and Chemical & Biological Engineering
Koppa, Luke – Apparel and Merchandising
Kunkel, Forest B. – Electrical Engineering
Kupka, Christopher Austin – Landscape Architecture
Lacey, Baylee Lynae – Journalism and Media Communication
Liu, Xiuyuan – Mathematics
McCoy, Logan Daniel – Biological Science
Mills, Stephanie Ann – Biomedical Sciences
Moore, Jacob Howard – Economics
Noe, Gregory Raymond – Psychology
Papich, Theresa Anne – Biomedical Sciences
Peyfuss, Marco Friedrich – Mechanical Engineering
Pink, Nicole Marie – Apparel and Merchandising
Plonska, Marta – Biochemistry
Reed, Chandler Jonas – Soil and Crop Sciences
Reutimann, Brandt Robert – Applied Computing Technology
Reynolds, Emily G. – Biochemistry
Schulze, Courtney Brianne – Applied Computing Technology
Siri, Tyler Felix – Economics
Stanbro, Jessica Starr – Early Childhood Education
Stoltenber, Melissa Sarah – Health and Exercise Science
Taylor, Anthony Maurice – Political Science
Veazey, Kathryn R. – Biomedical Sciences
Vernon, Amy Marie – Social Work
Visani, Gabriella Eva – Psychology
von Bernuth, Kaari Amanda Barber – English
Waller, Rebecca Dawn – Social Work
Wang, Ningxia – Psychology
Wendt, Kathleen Ellen – Human Development and Family Studies
Xu, Jingwu – Computer Science
Zhou, Jingxi – Business Administration

Magna Cum Laude
Ancell, K. Olivia – Journalism and Media Communication
Atchison, Tanner Reed – Construction Management
Bartlett, Kimberly Brooke – Interior Design
Batug, Madison Elise – Business Administration
Beck, Samantha Jean – Animal Science
Benzel, Anna Danielle – Psychology
Brazenwood, Arian – Natural Resources Management
Buck, Hannah Kiernan – Social Work
Buckley, Julia Anne – Business Administration
Burr, Lauren Colleen – Anthropology
Carlson, Emily Claire – Business Administration
Carter, Leah Skye – Soil and Crop Sciences
Chen, Yandongxue – Landscape Architecture
Chew, Amelia Raine – Neuroscience
Clasquin, Katrina Rose – Social Work
Coates, Aaron Michael – Health and Exercise Science
Coblenz, Leslie Ann – Social Work
Comes, Madison R. – Animal Science
Cook, Mary Kelly – Psychology
Cooper, Troy M. – Social Work
Cooley, Daishza Marchelle – Neuroscience
Cron, Brenna Cassidy – Early Childhood Education
Crowdias, Savannah Katt – Biomedical Sciences
Currier, Cole Benedict – Construction Administration
Diaz, Dina Elaine – Human Development and Family Studies
Doan, Quyen Thii My – Economics
Doebley, Valerie Tenzing – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Dolan, Andrew Alexander – Computer Science
Dombawa, Dillon Luke – Business Administration
Dong, Wenyi – Economics
Dziura, Madison Rachel – Human Development and Family Studies
Edsall, Janell Elizabeth – Family and Consumer Sciences
Fallah, Haneen – Business Administration
Ferreri, Nicole Danielle – Health and Exercise Science
Fogg, Samuel R. – Forestry
Fowlkes, Monica Susan – Agricultural Education
Franke, Mary Patricia – History
Gaevert, Jessica Ann – Microbiology
Galliard, Douglas Gabriel – Business Administration
Garrels, Katherina Emma – Business Administration
Garrett, Logan Marie – Agricultural Education
Gay, Elaine Vivian – History
Gordon, Allison Michelle – Business Administration
Hunt, Lindsay Grace – Biomedical Sciences
Irish, Byron James – Biomedical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering
Jin, Minzhuo – Computer Science
Jones, Avery Caroline – English
Jones, Bree Anna – Social Work
Kalahlhi, Meline Malie – Computer Science
Key, Cameron Lorin – Electrical Engineering
Khattak, Zane Chandler – Environmental Health
Kiraly, Mary Paxton – Economics
Kirkorian, Lyndsey Anne – Biological Science
Kraukauer, Carly – Journalism and Media Communication
Kunau, Moriah Mackenzie – Nutrition and Food Science
Larsen, Hannah Elizabeth – Social Work
Le, To My Nghi – Economics
Lee, Sara – Biomedical Sciences
Leskanich, Petra – History
Li, Bowen – Mathematics
Liu, Jiashi – Psychology
Liu, Xiaoyu – Economics
Luyties, Olivia Caron – Biochemistry
Manning, Hannah Michele – Biomedical Sciences
Marks, Taylor Nicole – Biological Science
McGhie, Brian Patrick – Business Administration
McHugh, Sarah Anne – Early Childhood Education
Miller, Michael William – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Morrison, Mikayla Marie – Psychology
Motiff, Marisa Lee – Sociology
Nereson, Heather Marie – Nutrition and Food Science
Nguyen, Huyen Thi My – Economics
Nguyen, Khahn N. – Economics
Nicolic, Katherine Elizabeth – Biomedical Sciences
O’Doherty, Hazel Paldraic – Zoology
O’Gane, Courtney Maureen – Business Administration
Osgood, Spencer Neal – Civil Engineering
Ower, Robert Donald – History
Paik, Kira Denali Jong-Ah – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Penn, Cassandra Michelle – Biological Science
Peterson, Britney Paige – Biomedical Sciences
Pham, Hanh Thi Hong – Economics
Pomeranz, Shai Fire – Psychology
Ramey, Holden Miller – Animal Science
Reefer, Abigail Marie – Fermentation Science and Technology
Reed, Steven James – Business Administration
Retzlaff, Christopher Franz – Computer Engineering
Richards, Jeffrey Thomas – Business Administration
Risch, Makayla N. – Biological Science
Ritschard, Elise Katherine – Journalism and Media Communication
Russ, Jennifer Elizabeth – Biochemistry
Schafer, Zachary A. – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Schmidt, Kristen Lyn – Agricultural Business
Schuetter, Alexandra Marie – Watershed Science
Sha, Yue – Nutrition and Food Science
Sickles, Emma Joy – Nutrition and Food Science
Siefkas, Rachelle Ann – Agricultural Business
Smith, Lucas Elliott – Mathematics
Smith, Matthew R. – Psychology
Spease, Holly Christina – Sociology
Stafford, Hunter Samuel – History
Stirling, Mackenzie Anne – Biological Science
Thompson, Jennifer Ranae – Agricultural Business
Travis, Reagan Alice Fischer – Business Administration
Vacc, Arianna Sedona – Computer Science
Visscher, Casey Marie – Civil Engineering
Wheeler, Stephen C. – Construction Management
Wittman, Madison T. – Business Administration
Wolfe, Shayne Ke Konapiliahi Panerio – Business Administration
Yang, Qianhui – Biochemistry
Zavori, Ryan Michael – Mechanical Engineering
Zenk, Madison Claire – Biomedical Sciences
Zweck-Bronner, Carson Lyn – Equine Science

Cam Laude
Adkins, Nicholas Anthony – Art
Andales, David A. – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Anderson, Alezia Rae – Health and Exercise Science
Anderson, Elizabeth Louise – Business Administration
Anderson, Emily Lynn – Human Development and Family Studies
Anschuetz, Emma Catherine – Zoology
Atwood, Daniel Carter – Business Administration
Aukamp, Kenna Nicole – Art
Ax, Joshua – Mechanical Engineering
Belleville, Chase Jordan – Business Administration
Bench, Rachel Camille – Psychology
Blaisius, Miles Windsong – Computer Science
Blitstein, Alex Rebecca – Business Administration
Bradley, Erica Joan – Anthropology
Brewster, Bryan James – Business Administration
Brock, Maria Theresa – Biomedical Sciences
Brown, Christopher Tatnall – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Bucic-Ginsburg, Hannah Lee – Sociology
Buckley, Josephine Faye – International Studies
Butler, Kelsey King – Nutrition and Food Science
Carpenter, Alex B. – Environmental Engineering
Carver, Clarissa Margaret – Animal Science
Casady, Katherine Anne – English
Castlemain, Brenda Michelle – Biological Science
Causey, Evelyn Rylee – Business Administration
Cheng, Jiuying – Art
Chu, Liangjun – Electrical Engineering
Contorno, Hayley Emerson – Philosophy
Conway, Charlotte M. B. – English
Cook, Spens Alexander – Political Science
Cope, Moriah Jo – Nutrition and Food Science
Craig, Kasey Nicole – Social Work
Crews, Kelly J. – Biomedical Sciences

Crist, Chelsea Marie – History
Crouse, Linsey Anne – Early Childhood Education
Cruz Long, Marilyn Elizabeth – Health and Exercise Science
Cullen, Nicole Lydia – Nutrition and Food Science
Cunningham, Jessica Marie – Anthropology
Dalton, Brittany Blair – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Dalton, Emily Elizabeth – Electrical Engineering
Deming, Kira Zoe Xiaofeng – Ecosystem Science and Sustainability
Dermer, Kaylee Nicole – Health and Exercise Science
Dinger, Shelby Charlotte – Biological Science
Disher, Amanda Lynn – Health and Exercise Science
Doughlas, Erin Marie – Journalism and Media Communication
Dowling, Lauren Nichole – Psychology
DuPree, Jaryn Marcus – Health and Exercise Science
Dyer, Elliot Maxwell – Sociology
Eckelkamp, Kelly Brianna – International Studies
Evensen, Kaitlyn Hannah – Natural Resources Management
Falldorf, Amelia Francesca – Art
Finke, William John – Mechanical Engineering
Flaherty, Victoria Marian – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Forsyth, Nina Marie – Music
Foss, Christopher Jackson – Mechanical Engineering
Framsted, Nicholas Taylor – Biological Science
Friederich, Aidan R. – Biomedical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering
Gilbert, Karen Michelle – Psychology
Goetz, Scott H. – Business Administration
Goings, Bryan Wesley – Mechanical Engineering
Good, Spencer – Rangeland Ecology
Goodwin, Sarah Phelix – Art
Grimes, Tyler Lee – Business Administration
Gustafson, Whitney Dawn – Ethnic Studies
Hall, Alexander Conrad – Sociology
Hauschulz, Megan Margaret – Social Work
Heier, Caitlin Marie – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Herbster, Emily Rachel – Health and Exercise Science
Horsfall, Britta Lauren – Art
Hoyt, Anna Marie – Environmental Engineering
Huanman, Tiffany Larissa – Social Work
Hughes, Lauren Taylor – Human Dimensions of Natural Resources
Hughes, Rory P. – Biochemistry
Huselton, Kathryn Elizabeth – Early Childhood Education
Hytenen, Benjamin C. – Health and Exercise Science
Isbell, Mackenzie Paige – Biomedical Sciences
Jackson, Abigail Catherine – Biological Science
Jestice, Amanda Katherine – Human Development and Family Studies
Jin, Zihan – English
Jirele, Maria Christine – Business Administration
Johnson, Katelynne N. – Anthropology
Johnston, Nicholas Andrew – Civil Engineering
Jones, Elizabeth R. – Journalism and Media Communication
Jones, Megan Denna – Business Administration
Jones, Morgan Patrick – Art
Juracek, Cole Andrew – Computer Science
Kawa, Kiloaulani Elijah Cuba – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Kacirek, Nicole Korissa – Computer Science
Kaplan, Joshua Paul – Neuroscience
Keenan, Alex Noelle – English
Kendall, Mikaela Germain – Social Work
Klein, Danielle Lyn – Journalism and Media Communication
Kokesh, Alexander Charles – Economics
Kopatch, Emma Frances – Interior Design
Koury, Kyla Jean – Business Administration
Kramer, Jordan Ashleigh – Sociology
Kruger, Daniel James – Biomedical Sciences
Kuechenmeister, Bailey Maier – Biomedical Sciences
Kuiper, Jason Paul – Biomedical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering
Kumbira, Phyllis M. O. – Anthropology
Langfield, Laurel – Human Development and Family Studies
Last, Matthew Jameson – Business Administration
Leonard, McCadden Nicole – Communication Studies
Leong, Melanie Paige – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Leslie, Jordyn Jan – Psychology
Lewis, Dakota Lynn – Business Administration
Lewis, Jacob Leland – Electrical Engineering
Lines, Shannon Kathleen – Business Administration
Lipcamon, Micayla Margaret – Horticulture